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WHICH ROOMS TRADE CRUDE OIL THE BEST? 

Dean A Handley, PhD, MBA, JD 
 

This is a massively intractable and prohibitively difficult question – never even considered by any other trader or journal 
or webinar. Google search parameters are useless; simple room assessments such as given by Trading Schools are 
worthless (what I call Scratch & Sniff reviews) and chat room comments devoid of detail. This question is overtly 
demanding because there are now 1358 rooms to evaluate, involving a tortuous analysis of trade claims and logical 
financial comparison of all trade rooms.  
 
I feel I am in a unique position to both ask and answer this question because I have studied all 1358 rooms over the last 
6.8 years, analyzed their trade data and I have statistical methods to achieve precise room by room comparisons.  And 
let’s be clear: when I say “best” I mean a mathematically based on multiple linear regressions with a no-nonsense, 
detailed comprehensive analysis of hundreds upon hundreds of trades over many dozens of rooms to determine which 
trade futures oil most profitably, requiring rejection of over 99.85% of all rooms.  
 

Here’s how I did it: 
 
Question 1: How many rooms trade futures oil, claim to trade oil, advertise oil trading, have “oil” is in their room name 
(i.e. the Gold and Oil Guy), promote oil trading strategies or programs, claim proprietary oil stuff – even bark, burp, chirp 
or fart oil?  This list represents all rooms I considered. I have a Comprehensive Directory of Futures Trade Rooms of all 
of rooms I have found in the last 6.8 years - 1358 rooms with extensive room details, including what indices each room 
trades. 
 
Answer 1:  319 rooms. So presto from 1358 to 319. 
Question 2:  Which of these 319 rooms that trade, advertise, strategize, chirp etc. futures oil actually post a track 
record, detailing number of trades per day, contracts per trade, gross P/L, sufficient to establish detailed trade stats? 
Why do we need a track record? I find it incomprehensible to say you trade futures, measure nothing and go on to claim 
anything like success, winning methods or financial independence. I reviewed all 319 sites and if absent a track record 
(and most were), I sent (repeated) email inquiries to each room. This is where the first BIG BOOM occurs as most if not 
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all of these rooms do not trade futures oil – at all – ever - but instead sell goods and services related to oil trading. There 
responses are below and this symbol     indicates that room is covered in separate videos at Dr. Handley’s Reviews. 
These sales rooms masquerade as trade rooms & do not want you to know they are a sales rooms, so asking 

(repeatedly) for a track record often hits a nerve. Most rooms attempted to deflect my track record request by offering  

 

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCEM7BtG8lO8t0J5qUmwwgXg
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trials, pushing back by saying track records were useless or in violation of regulations, or by raising dozens upon dozens 
of useless ignorant responses, all to avoid admitting they do not trade. There always are rooms that go nuclear like Ken 

(Beyond the Breakers Trading). Some like Rob (Oil Trading Room) trip over themselves using every excuse they can 
find. Eric (Major League Trading) says track records create false hope (what buffoonery).  
** Chris owns: AlgoTrades.net, The Gold and OilGuy.com, The Technical Traders.com, Active TradingPartners.com, The 
Market Trend Forecast but does not seem to trade in any! 
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Answer 2: Only 31 rooms post a track record of sufficient detail to determine trade stats. Understand I reject track 
records based on wins vs loses (childish really); percentage winning or hitting targets (stupid on top of dumb); weekly 
summaries or monthly charts (these are summaries - not a track record); presented in video libraries (arrogant - as if we 
were placed on the planet to watch them); records only available to members (I fire those rooms); withholding records 
saying private or confidential (ridiculous): records that are squirreled away in Top Step or some other trade system (like 
crawling over broken glass) or records that end more than 3-4 months ago (The Trading Clan). 
 
Question 3:  Of those 31 rooms that post a track record, how many trade live – in real time, trading transparently using a 
price chart or DOM?   
 
Answer 3: Only 7 rooms. And understand that I firmly reject all rooms that trade using what I term “Tradeless Trades” 
meaning they talk, type, draw with lines or circles (Gannacci Code; Trade Order Flow, The Trader Institute), dots 
(Academy Day Trading), alerts (Ace Trades), typed trades (Diamond Setups), partially hidden trades (Felton Trading; 
Viper Trading), God’s vision (Fibonacci Inst), telepathy, smoke signals or tom-toms but do not execute trades in real 
time. Using tradeless trades affords them great flexibility to modulate profits, soft talk stops, and strut like pompous fools 
for winning trades they never took. I do not accept surrogate communications as trades (AND neither does the CFTC) 
and I condemn any trade room that endorses a trade model that hides trades from me. I cannot learn what I cannot see 
nor can I verify or substantiate trade stats. It is never in our best interests to buy what we cannot see and do not know 
because it is hidden from us.  
 
Question 4:  Of those few 7 rooms that trade transparently & a detailed track record, who makes the biggest bucks? 
 
Answer 4:  First, to provide analytical confidence, I use track records of most recent CL trades taken (6-16 months) on 
the price chart or DOM. Why so long - why 6 -16 months instead of 1 week, as Emmett Moore (Trading Schools) uses? 
Well his reviews do not involve any math or analysis, so superficial conclusions could well be done in 1 day while eating 
hors d’oeuvres.  And obviously 1 week is a small amount of time anyway (what I call Scratch & Sniff room reviews), so 
perhaps small time frames for small thinking. Using 24-64 weeks an individual analyses of many hundreds of trades 
satisfies the law of large numbers and allows me to do tests like independent T test, analysis of variance, etc.  Also I 
normalize all trade stats to 3 contracts per trade to provide best comparable P/L performances among all rooms. 
 

So two – count them – two indubitably best futures trade rooms – maximus mojo - based on the above selection process 
are detailed below. 
 

 
Trading Mission: Carlos Diaz, Head Trader and Founder 
 
I have had the pleasure to trading in Carlos’s room for many years and 
he is a splendid truthful, transparent and profitable Trade Titan. He is 

very protective of trade profits. He trades only CL and an example of his track record is posted below.  Based on the data 
below Trading Mission offers a good daily trade density (33.2 trades/mo) and a splendid aver P/L of $56.28/trade.  Using 
official entries, with the Phalanx Trading System I obtained an aver P/L to $347 per short/$412 per long trade (if 
interested, see: Dr. Handley and consider Train You on Phalanx Trading.)  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LatHy4nteZQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=II2Jek5vIpg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=08axGVVhf3E
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O9r0yr9TFVM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DdVIL-eXUhk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DdVIL-eXUhk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZDfJ0bwJZhM&t=249s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CgnyQYyhdXM
http://tradingmission.com/
https://www.globaltradetitans.com/
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Trade for Greatness: April T, CEO and Head Trader.  
The data presented below is from the last 6 months only, as it represents a 
change in strategy from the preexisting data set. Specifically, TFG uses her own 
track record and Phalanx System analysis to provide math analyses for daily 

trade strategies, as well as trading whole numbers and trends and certain days of the week and longs vs. shorts.  Based 
on 123 trades and 399 contracts (3.24 contracts/trade), normalized to 3.0 contract per trade gives an average of gross 
$94.05 per trade over the last 6 months. Phalanx jumped this aver P/L to over $258 for shorts/$317 for longs (if 
interested, see: Dr. Handley and consider Train You on Phalanx Trading.) 
 

.  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Trade for Greatness averages the highest P/L per crude oil of all of the 1358 rooms I have identified, and over 300 I 
previously evaluated and re-reviewed for this paper. If you have a room to suggest that posts a valid detailed track 
record and trades CL transparently in real time please email me @ drdhandley@yahoo.com. 

Live Trade Room  

Time Frame: 16 months 1.2016- 5.31.2017 

Total trades 552 

Total contracts 898 

Gross P/L $16,850 

Data Analysis  

Aver monthly P/L $1053 

Aver trades/month 34.5; 1.62 contracts/trade 

Aver P/L per trade $56.28/3 contracts 

Live Trade Room  

Time Frame: 6 months 12.01.2016-  5.31.2017 

Total trades 123 

Total contracts 399 

Gross P/L $11,690 

Data Analysis  

Aver monthly P/L $2251 

Aver trades/month 20.5 

Aver P/L per trade $94.05/3 contracts 

https://www.tradeforgreatness.com/
https://www.globaltradetitans.com/
mailto:drdhandley@yahoo.com

